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This chapter provides an overview of the extant literature on predictive analytics with social media data. First, we discuss the difference between predictive vs. explanatory models and the scientific purposes for and advantages of predictive models. Second, we present and discuss the foundational statistical issues in predictive modelling in general with an emphasis on social media data. Third, we present a selection of papers on predictive analytics with social media data and categorize them based on the application domain, social media platform (Facebook, Twitter, etc.), independent and dependent variables involved, and the statistical methods and techniques employed. Fourth and last, we offer some reflections on predictive analytics with social media data.

INTRODUCTION

Social media has evolved into a vital constituent of many human activities. We increasingly share several aspects of our private, interpersonal, social, and professional lives on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Tumblr, and many other social media platforms. The resulting social data is persistent, archived, and can be retrieved and analyzed by employing a variety of research methods as documented in this handbook (Quan-Haase & Sloan, Chapter 1, this volume). Social data analytics is not only informing, but also transforming existing practices in politics, marketing, investing, product development, entertainment, and news media. This chapter focuses on predictive analytics with social media data. In other words, how social media data has been used to predict processes and outcomes in the real world.

Recent research in the field of Computational Social Science (Cioffi-Revilla, 2013; Conte et al., 2012; Lazer et al., 2009) has shown how data resulting from the widespread adoption and use of social media channels such as Facebook and Twitter can be used to predict outcomes such as Hollywood
Predictive Analytics with Social Media Data (Evangelos et al., 2013) are that social media actions such as tweeting, liking, commenting and rating are proxies for user/consumer’s attention to a particular object/product and that the shared digital artefact that is persistent can create social influence (Vatrapu et al., 2015).

**PREDICTIVE MODELS VS. EXPLANATORY MODELS**

At the outset, we find that the difference between predictive and explanatory models needs to be emphasized. Predictive analytics entail the application of data mining, machine learning and statistical modelling to arrive at predictive models of future observations as well as suitable methods for ascertaining the predictive power of these models in practice (Shmueli & Koppius, 2011). Consequently, predictive analytics differ from explanatory models in that the latter aims to: (1) draw statistical inferences from validating causal hypotheses about relationships among variables of interest, and; (2) assess the explanatory power of causal models underlying these relationships (Shmueli, 2010). This crucial distinction between explanatory and predictive models is best surmised by Shmueli & Koppius (2011) in the following statement: “whereas explanatory statistical models are based on underlying causal relationships between theoretical constructs, predictive models rely on associations between measurable variables” (p. 556). For example, in political science, explanatory models have investigated the extent to which social media platforms such as Facebook can function as online public spheres (Robertson & Vatrapu, 2010; Vatrapu, Robertson, & Dissanayake, 2008) in terms of users’ interactions and sentiments (Hussain, Vatrapu, Hardt, & Jaffari, 2014; Robertson, Vatrapu, & Medina, 2010a,b). On the other hand, predictive models in political science sought to predict election outcomes from social media data (Chung & Mustafaraj, 2011; Sang & Bos, 2012; Skoric, Poor, Achananuparp, Lim, & Jiang, 2012; Tsakalidis, Papadopoulos, Cristea, & Kompatsiaris, 2015).

Distinguishing between explanation and prediction as discrete modelling goals, Shmueli & Koppius (2011) argued that any model, which strives to embrace both explanation and prediction, will have to trade-off between explanatory and predictive power. More specifically, Shmueli & Koppius (2011) claim that predictive analytics can advance scientific research in six scenarios: (1) generating new theory for fast-changing environments which yield rich datasets about difficult-to-hypothesize relationships and unmeasured-before concepts; (2) developing alternate measures for constructs; (3) comparing competing theories via tests of predictive accuracy; (4) augmenting contemporary explanatory models through capturing complex patterns which underlie relationships among key concepts; (5) establishing research relevance by evaluating the discrepancy between theory and practice; and (6) quantifying the predictability of measurable phenomena.

This chapter discusses predictive modelling of (big) social media data in social sciences. The focus will be entirely on what is often referred to as predictive models: models that use statistical and/or mathematical modelling to predict a phenomenon of interest. Furthermore, the focus will be on prediction in the sense of forecasting a future outcome of the phenomenon of interest as such predictions are the ones that have so far received most attention in the literature. To illustrate the concepts, models, methods and evaluation of results we use examples from economics and finance. The general principles are, however, easily employed to other social science fields as well, for example,
marketing. The concepts and principles that this section discusses are of a general nature and are informed by Hyndman & Athanasopoulos (2014) and Chatfield (2002).

This chapter does not discuss applicable software solutions. However, it is worth mentioning that there exist quite a few software packages with more or less automatic search procedures when it comes to model specification. A few ones are, for example, SAS, SPSS and the Autometrics package of OxMetrics.

**PREDICTIVE MODELLING OF SOCIAL MEDIA DATA**

When performing predictive analysis on social media data researchers often have to make a lot of decisions along the way. Examples of the most important decisions or choices will be discussed in the sections below.

**The phenomenon of interest and the type of forecasts**

Quite often the focus will be on a single outcome (univariate modelling – one model equation) where the goal is to derive a prediction or forecast of, for example, sales in a company or the stock price of the company. In some cases, more than one outcome will be of interest and then a multivariate approach in which more than one relationship or model equation is specified, estimated, and used at the same time is worth considering. From now on let us assume that the phenomenon of interest is sales of a company and the social media data are among the factors that are considered as explanatory for the outcome. The discussion will then relate to the univariate case. At this stage, a decision is also necessary in relation to the data frequency. Is the predictive model supposed to be applied to forecast monthly sale, quarterly sales or sales of an even higher frequency like weekly or daily?

**The data**

Once the phenomenon of interest is identified, decisions concerning the data to be used have to be made. Data can be of different types: time series (e.g. sales per month or sales per day), cross sectional (e.g. individuals such as customers, for a given period in time) or longitudinal/panel (a combination of the former two such as a set of customers observed through several months). Predictive models can be relevant for all these types of data and many of the basic principles for analysis are quite similar. In the remaining parts of this section, for simplicity the focus will be on time series only.

As social media data have been growing in volume and importance during the last 10 years, in some cases the final number of observations for modelling may be rather limited as the dependent variable may reflect accounting and book-keeping and be relatively low-frequency like monthly or quarterly in nature. If this is the case, there may be a limit to how advanced models can be used. In other cases, daily data may be available and more complex models may be considered.

The frequency of the data is also important for model specification itself. With more high frequency data, a researcher may discover more informative dynamic patterns compared to a case with less frequent data. Consider a case where sales of a company need to be forecasted. If the reaction time from increased activity on the Facebook page of the company to changes in sales is short (e.g. just a couple of days) then if sales are available only on a monthly basis the lag pattern between explanatory factors and outcome may be difficult to identify and use.

In many cases there will be a large set of potential explanatory factors that may be included in various tentative model specifications. Social media data may be just a part of such data and it will be important to also include other variables. The quality as well as the quantity of data is very important for building a successful predictive model.
Social media data and pre-processing

When researchers consider using social media data for predictive purposes, at the outset the social media data will be collected at the level of the individual action (e.g. a Facebook ‘like’ or a tweet) and in order to prepare the data to enter a predictive model some pre-processing will be necessary. Often the data will need to be temporally aggregated to match the temporal aggregation level of the outcome, for example, monthly data. Also as some of the inputs from social media are text variables, some filtering, interpretation, and classification may be necessary. An example of the latter would be the application of a supervised machine learning algorithm that classifies the posts and comments into positive, negative or neutral sentiments (Thelwall, Chapter 32, this volume). At the current moment it is mainly the pre-processing of the social media data that is considered challenging from the computational aspects of big data analytics (Council, 2013). Once the individual actions (posts, likes, etc.) are temporally aggregated and classified, the set of potential explanatory factors are usually rather limited and as the outcome variables are of fairly low frequencies like monthly or quarterly (stock market data are actually sometimes used at a daily frequency) which means that the modelling process deviates less from more classical approaches within predictive modelling.

In search of a model equation – theory-based versus data-driven?

In very general terms a model equation will identify some relationship between the phenomenon of interest (y) and a set of explanatory factors. The relationship will never be perfect either due to un-observable factors, measurement errors or other types of errors.

The general equation: \( y = f(\text{explanatory factors}) + \text{error} \)

Where \( f \) describes some relationship between what is inside the parenthesis and \( y \).

In principle, linear, non-linear, parametric, non-parametric and semi-parametric models may be considered. In general, non-linear models will require more data points/observations than linear models as the structures they search for are more complex.

There is a range of possible starting points for the search process. At one end lies traditional econometrics where the starting point is often an economic or behavioural theory that will guide the researcher in finding a set of potential explanatory factors. At the other end of the range machine learning algorithms will help identify a relationship from a large set of social media data and other potential explanatory factors. The advantage of starting from a theory-based model specification is that the researcher may be more confident that the model is robust in the sense that the identified relationship is reliable at least for some period of time. Without a theory the identified structure may still work for predictions in the short run but may be less robust and in general will not add much to an understanding of the phenomenon at hand. In between pure theoretically inspired models and models based on data pattern discoveries are many models that include elements of both categories. As theoretical models are often more precise when it comes to selection of explanatory factors for the more fundamental or long-run relationships they may be less precise when it comes to a description of dynamics and a combination that allows for a primary theoretically based long-run part may prove more useful.

To finalize the discussion of theory-based versus data-driven model selection the concept of causality is often useful. If a causal relationship exists a change in an explanatory factor is known to imply a change in the outcome. A model that suffers from a lack of a causal relationship suffers from an endogeneity problem (a concept used in econometrics). A model that suffers from an endogeneity problem will not be useful for tests of a
theory of for policy evaluations. If the only purpose of the model is forecasting, identification of a causal relationship is of less importance as a strong association between the explanatory factors and the outcome may be sufficient. However, without causality the predictive model may be considered less robust (more risk of a model break-down) to general changes in structures and society and hence may be best at forecasting in the short run. If this is the case, some sort of monitoring on a continuous basis to identify a model break-down at an early stage is advisable.

**Fitting of a predictive model**

In this step the researcher will adapt the mathematical specification of the predictive model to the actual data. In the case of a linear regression model this is done by estimation using the ordinary least squares (OLS) method or the maximum likelihood (ML). For non-linear models such as neural networks, some mathematical algorithm is used. In rare cases estimation of a model is not possible (e.g. in case of perfect multicollinearity of a linear regression model). In such a case the researcher has to re-think the model specification.

Estimation (the use of a formula or a procedure) may in itself sound simple, but already at this stage the researcher has to specify the set-up to be used for model evaluation in the following step as they are highly dependent.

Even though it may seem natural to use as many data point as possible for the model fitting, there are other considerations to take into account as well. For the estimation step, it is stressed that in addition to the decision of estimation or fitting method, a decision on exactly which sample or part of the sample to use for estimation is of importance too.

**Evaluation of a predictive model for forecasting purposes**

The true test of a predictive model that is to be used for forecasting of future values of the outcome of interest is by investigating the out-of-sample properties of the model.

This statement calls for the need of an estimation (or training) sample and an evaluation (or test) sample. As a good in-sample model fit does not ensure good forecasting properties of a predictive model, the evaluation process then naturally starts by an analysis of the in-sample properties of the model and extends to an out-of-sample analysis.

**In-sample evaluation of the model**

The first thing to note is that if the model has a theoretical foundation the signs of the estimated coefficients will be compared to the signs expected from the theory.

A second thing to be aware of is whether the model fulfils the underlying statistical assumptions (these may differ depending on the type of model in focus). In classical linear regression modelling, problems such as autocorrelation and heteroscedasticity will need attention and a study of potential outliers is of high importance. When forecasting is the final purpose of the model multicollinearity is of less importance. Finally, indicators in relation to the functional form specification may provide useful information on how to improve the model.

The overall fit of the model may be captured by measures such as $R^2$, adjusted $R^2$, the family for measures based on absolute or squared errors (e.g. MSE, RMSE, MAE, MAPE), and information criteria such as AIC, and BIS. A small warning is justified here as too much emphasis on obtaining a good fit may result in overfitting of the model which is not necessarily desirable when the purpose of the model is forecasting.

**Out-of-sample evaluation**

For an out-of-sample evaluation study the model is used to forecast values for a time period that was not used for the estimation of the model. In the ‘pure’ case neither
future values of the explanatory factors nor future values of the outcome are known and the model that is used to obtain the forecast will need to rely on lagged values of the explanatory factors or to use predicted values of the explanatory factors. In the former case, the specification of the model equation in terms of lags will set a limit to how many periods into the future the model can predict. In many cases an out-of-sample forecast evaluation will rely on sets of one step ahead predictions, but predictions for a longer forecast horizon (e.g. six months ahead for a model specified with monthly data) are also sometimes considered.

Once the out-of-sample forecasts are obtained it is possible to calculate forecast errors and to study their patterns. Focus areas will be of directional nature (the trend in the outcome captured), as they may be related to predictability of turning points and summary measures for the errors will again prove useful (e.g. MSE, MAPE, etc.) but this time for the forecasted period only. The idea of splitting the sample into different parts for evaluation can be extended in various ways using cross-validation (Hyndman & Athanasopoulos, 2014).

**Using a predictive model for forecasting purposes**

Once a model has been chosen some considerations concerning its implementation are important. This topic is very much related to the overall phenomenon and problem; hence a general discussion is difficult to provide.

There is, however, one type of considerations that deserves mentioning: how often the model needs re-estimation or specification updating. Given that often the general data pattern is quite robust, the specification updating may only take place in case of new variables becoming available or in case a sufficiently large number of data points have become available such that more complex structures could be allowed for.

Finally, from a practical perspective a combination of forecasts from different basic predictive models is also a possibility and quite popular in certain fields.

**CATEGORIZED LIST OF PREDICTIVE MODELS WITH SOCIAL MEDIA DATA**

Table 20.1 below presents a selected list of research papers on predictive analytics with social media data categorized across different application domains in terms of social media platform (Facebook, Twitter, etc.) and the independent and dependent variables involved. For conceptual exposition and literature review on the predictive power of social media data (see Gayo-Avello et al. (2013)).

**Application Domains**

As can be seen from Table 20.1, there have been many predictive models of sales based on social media data. Such predictive models work for the brands that can command large amounts of human attention on social media, and therefore generate big data on social media. Examples are iPhone sales, H&M revenues, Nike sales, etc., which are all product categories around which there is a possibility to have large volumes and ranges of opinions on social media platforms. For brands and products that don’t generate large volumes of social media data, for instance, insurance, banking, shipping, basic household supplies, etc. the predictive models tend not to work. One explanation for the successful performance of the predictive models is that social media actions can be categorized into the phases of the different domain-specific models from the application domains of marketing, finance, epidemiology, etc. For example, the actual stock price for Apple is in rough terms mainly based on discounted historical sales and expectations to future sales. If social media can model sales, then
Table 20.1  Categorization of Research Publications on Predictive Analytics with Social Media Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Social Data</th>
<th>Dependent Variables</th>
<th>Independent Variables</th>
<th>Statistical Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asur &amp; Huberman (2010)</td>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>Movie revenue</td>
<td>Twitter activity, sentiment and theatre distribution</td>
<td>Time-Series Multiple Regression Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lassen et al. (2014)</td>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>iPhone sales</td>
<td>Twitter activity and sentiment</td>
<td>Time-Series Multiple Regression Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bollen &amp; Mao (2011)</td>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>Dow Jones Industrial Average</td>
<td>Calm, Alert, Sure, Vital, Kind and Happy</td>
<td>Time-Series Multiple Regression Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voortman (2015)</td>
<td>Google Trends</td>
<td>Car sales</td>
<td>Google trend data car names</td>
<td>Time Series Linear Regression Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vosen &amp; Schmidt (2011)</td>
<td>Google Trends</td>
<td>Consumer spending</td>
<td>Real personal income, interest rates on 3-month Treasury Bills I and stock prices (measured on S&amp;P 500), Google Trend, and consumer spending t-1</td>
<td>ARIMA/Time Series Multiple Regression Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choi &amp; Varian (2012)</td>
<td>Google Trends</td>
<td>Sales of cars, homes and travel</td>
<td>Historical sales and Google trend variable</td>
<td>Simple Seasonal AR Models and Fixed-Effects Models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chung &amp; Mustafaraj (2011)</td>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>Political election outcome</td>
<td>Twitter collective sentiment</td>
<td>Linear Regression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conover, Gonçalves, Ratkiewicz, Flammini, &amp; Menczer (2011)</td>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>Political alignment</td>
<td>Twitter hashtags</td>
<td>SVM trained on hashtag metadata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bothos, Apostolou, &amp; Mentzas (2010)</td>
<td>IMDB, Flixster, Yahoo Movies, HSX, Twitter, RottenTomatoes.com</td>
<td>Movie Academy Award winners</td>
<td>Measures from IMDB, Flixster, YahooMovies, HSX, Twitter, RottenTomatoes.com</td>
<td>Multivariate Distribution Models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culotta (2010)</td>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>Detecting influenza outbreaks</td>
<td>Twitter keywords</td>
<td>Time-Series Multiple Regression Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dijkman, Ipeirotis, Aertsens, &amp; van Helden (2015)</td>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>Many types of sales</td>
<td>Twitter activity and sentiment</td>
<td>Time-Series Multiple Regression Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eysenbach (2011)</td>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>Total number of citations</td>
<td>Twinimpact variable (number of tweetations within n days after publication)</td>
<td>Multi-Variate/Linear Regression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gruhl, Guha, Kumar, Novak, &amp; Tomkins (2005)</td>
<td>Blogs</td>
<td>Sales</td>
<td>Product/brand mentions</td>
<td>Time-Series using Cross-Correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jansen, Zhang, Sobel, &amp; Chowdury (2009)</td>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>Brand variables</td>
<td>Twitter sentiment variables</td>
<td>Time-Series Linear Regression Models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li &amp; Cardie (2013)</td>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>Early stage influenza detection</td>
<td>Twitter texts about flu</td>
<td>Unsupervised Bayesian Model based on Markov Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radosavljevic, Grbovic, Djuric, &amp; Bhamidipati (2014)</td>
<td>Tumblr</td>
<td>Sport results and number of goals</td>
<td>Team and player mentions</td>
<td>Poisson Regression Model using Maximum Likelihood Principle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ritterman, Osborne, &amp; Klein (2009)</td>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>Stock Prices</td>
<td>Historical prices, unigrams and bigrams, Twitter activity</td>
<td>SVR Regression using Unigrams and Bigrams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors</td>
<td>Data Sources</td>
<td>Analyzed Variables</td>
<td>Model Type</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sang &amp; Bos (2012)</td>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>Dutch election outcome</td>
<td>Time Series Multiple Regression Model</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skoric et al. (2012)</td>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>Election outcome Singapore</td>
<td>Time Series Linear Regression Model</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsakalidis et al. (2015)</td>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>Election outcomes EU</td>
<td>Linear Regression (LR), Gaussian Process (GP) and Sequential Minimal Optimization for Regression (SMO)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumasjan, Sprenger, Sandner, &amp; Welpe (2010)</td>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>Election outcomes Germany</td>
<td>Probability Models</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yu, Duan, &amp; Cao (2013)</td>
<td>Google blogs, Boardreader and Twitter compared to Google News</td>
<td>Firm equity value</td>
<td>Time Series Multiple Regression Model</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hughes, Rowe, Batey, &amp; Lee (2012)</td>
<td>Twitter and Facebook</td>
<td>Socialising and info exchange</td>
<td>Time-Series Multiple Regression Model</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seiffertt &amp; Wunsch (2008)</td>
<td>Several</td>
<td>Variables on financial markets</td>
<td>Different Model Types Discussed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tang &amp; Liu (2010)</td>
<td>Flickr and YouTube</td>
<td>Online behaviors</td>
<td>SocioDim, several advanced models combined</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karabulut (2013)</td>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>Stock prices</td>
<td>Time-Series Multiple Regression Model</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mao, Counts, &amp; Bollen (2014)</td>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>UK, US, and Canadian stock markets</td>
<td>Time-Series Multiple Regression Model</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bollien, Mao, &amp; Zeng (2011)</td>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>DJIA</td>
<td>Self-Organizing Fuzzy Neural Network</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bollien, Mao, &amp; Pepe (2011)</td>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>Socio-economic events</td>
<td>Extended version of: Profile of mood states</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eichstaedt et al. (2015)</td>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>Heart attacks</td>
<td>Time-Series Multiple Regression Model</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De Choudhury, Gamon, Counts, &amp; Horvitz (2013)</td>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>Support Vector Machine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De Choudhury, Counts, &amp; Horvitz (2013)</td>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>Postpartum changes in emotion and behaviour</td>
<td>Support Vector Machine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De Choudhury, Counts, Horvitz, &amp; Hoff (2014)</td>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>Postpartum depression</td>
<td>OLS Regression Model</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weeks &amp; Holbert (2013)</td>
<td>Facebook, Twitter, YouTube</td>
<td>Dissemination of News Content in Social Media</td>
<td>Decision Tree Model</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilbert &amp; Karahalios (2009)</td>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>Tie strength</td>
<td>Time-Series Multiple Regression Model</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Won et al. (2013)</td>
<td>Weblog social media data</td>
<td>Suicide</td>
<td>Time-Series Multiple Regression Model</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
there is a high potential for the associated stock price to also being modelled with social media data. In the case of epidemiology, all social media texts on flu can also be categorized in to the different domain-specific phases of spread, incubation, immunity, resistance, susceptibility etc.

**Social Media Data Types**

For modelling stock prices, Twitter and Google Trends have proven to be the best platforms. Twitter and Google Trends beat Facebook for stock price modelling because of higher data volume and immediacy. On the other hand, Facebook data have been successfully used for modelling sales, human emotions, personalities and human relations to a brand. In general, picture and video based social media platforms such as Instagram, YouTube and Netflix are becoming more prevalent and we expect them to become more relevant for predictive models in the future.

**Independent and Dependent Variables**

As can be seen from Table 20.1, a wide range of dependent variables have been modelled: sales, stock prices, Net Promoter Score, happiness, feelings, personalities, interest areas, social groups, diseases, epidemics, suicide, crime, radicalization, civil unrest. The independent variables used reflect the human social relations to the dependent variables mainly consist of measures of social media activity, feelings, personalities and sentiment.

**Statistical Methods Employed**

We find that a wide range of statistical models for predictive analytics have been used including Regression, Neural Network, SVM, Decision Trees, ARIMA, Dynamic Systems, Bayesian Networks, and combined models.

In the next section, we present an illustrative case study of predictive modelling with big social data.

**AN ILLUSTRATIVE CASE STUDY OF PREDICTIVE MODELLING**

In this section, we demonstrate how social media data from Twitter and Facebook can be used to predict the quarterly sales of iPhones and revenues of clothing retailer, H&M, respectively. Based on a conceptual model of social data (Vatrapu, Mukkamala, & Hussain, 2014) consisting of Interactions (actors, actions, activities, and artifacts) and Conversations (topics, keywords, pronouns, and sentiments), and drawing from the domain-specific theories in advertising and sales from marketing (Belch, Belch, Kerr, & Powell, 2008), we developed and evaluated linear regression models that transform (a) iPhone tweets into a prediction of the quarterly iPhone sales with an average error close to the established prediction models from investment banks (Lassen et al., 2014) and (b) Facebook likes into a prediction of the global revenue of the fast fashion company, H&M. Our basic premise is that social media actions can serve as proxies for user’s attention and as such have predictive power. The central research question for this demonstrative case study was: *To what extent can Big Social Data predict real-world outcomes such as sales and revenues?* Table 20.2 below presents the dataset collected for predictive analytics purposes of this case study.

We adhered to the methodological schematic recommended by Shmueli & Koppius (2011) for building empirical predictive models. We built on and extended the predictive analytics method of Asur & Huberman (2010) and examined if the principles for predicting movie revenue with Twitter data can also be used to predict iPhone sales and
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H&M revenues for Facebook data. That is, if a tweet/like can serve as a proxy for a user’s attention towards a product and an underlying intention to purchase and/or recommend it. We extend Asur & Huberman (2010) in three important ways: (a) addition of Facebook social data, (b) theoretically informed time lagging of the independent variable, social media actions, and (c) domain-specific seasonal weighting of the dependent variable, sales/revenues. Figures 20.1 and 20.2 present the predicted vs. actual charts for Apple iPhone sales and H&M revenues respectively.

With regard to our prediction models, we observed a 5–10% average error from our predictive models with the actual sales and revenue data over a three-year period of 2012–2014. In the case of the iPhone sales prediction model, our average error of 5% is not that far from the industry benchmark predictions of Morgan Stanley and IDC. That said, there are several challenges and limitations to the predictive analytics processes and their outcomes. First, we lack multiple cases to extensively evaluate and validate the overall prediction model. A second limitation is the emerging challenge for predictive analytics from social data associated with increasing sales in emerging markets such as China with its own unique social media ecosystem. By and large, the social media ecosystem of China does not overlap with that of Western countries to which Facebook and Twitter belong. We suspect that the effect of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Data Source</th>
<th>Time Period</th>
<th>Size of Dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apple</td>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>01–2007 to 10–2014</td>
<td>∼500 million+ tweets containing &quot;iPhone&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H&amp;M</td>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>01–2009 to 10–2014</td>
<td>∼15 million data points from the official H&amp;M Facebook page</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 20.2 Overview of Dataset

Collected using Topsy Pro (http://topsy.thisisthebrigade.com)
Collected using the Social Data Analytics Tool (Hussain & Vatrapu, 2014)

![Figure 20.1 Predictive Model of iPhone Sales from Twitter Data](image1)

![Figure 20.2 Predictive Model of H&M Revenues from Facebook Data](image2)
non-overlapping social media ecosystems might be somewhat ameliorated for Veblen goods such as iPhones given the conspicuous consumption aspirations of a global middle class. This however remains an analytical challenge and restricts the predictive power of our H&M prediction model.

CONCLUSION

Predictive models offer powerful tools as numerical forecasts and assessments of their uncertainty alongside quantitative statements more generally may improve decisions in companies and by public authorities.

The overall advice is to go for a parsimonious, simple model that captures the most important features of the data, that fulfils the model assumptions and that provides a good fit both in sample and out of sample. Furthermore, it is important that even during the phase where the model is applied for its purpose, it performance is still monitored.

We present a general model for predictive analytics of business outcomes from social media data below.

\[
y_t = \beta_1 \times A_t + \beta_2 \times P_t + \beta_3 \times D_t + \beta_4 \times O_t + \epsilon_t
\]

Where:

- \( y_t \) = Outcome variable of interest
- \( A_t \) = Accumulated time-lagged social media activity associated with outcome variable at time \( t \)
- \( A_{st} \) = Social media activity in terms of actions by actors on artifacts associated with outcome variable at time \( t \)
- \( P_t \) = Individual or social psychological attribute(s) at time \( t \)
- \( D_t \) = Social media dissemination factors
- \( O_t \) = Other explanatory factors

A final word of caution will end this chapter: any predictive model is based on a certain set of information. It is necessarily backward-looking as it relies on historical data and irrespective of how carefully the model specification and evaluation is done, there is no guarantee that the prediction of future values of the variable of interest will be reliable. The patterns or theories that the model relies on may break down and render the model useless for predictive purposes. That being said, careful predictive modelling is probably the best that can be done and, if applied and used following the state of the art with most emphasis placed on short term forecasting, predictive modelling is a very valuable tool.
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